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ABSTRACT 

Data consisting of 3,861 participants from the Universal Nonverbal Intelligence 

Test (UNIT) standardization and validity studies samples were used to examine the 

effects of increased socioeconomic refinement on cultural and racial mean difference 

scores. Groups were equated not only on age, sex, and highest parent education level, as 

reported in the UNIT manual, but on two additional socioeconomic status (SES) 

indicators: community setting and both parent education levels. Results suggest that 

additional refinement on socioeconomic variables does little to further reduce mean score 

IQ differences in UNIT Standard FSIQ scores between African Americans and Whites 

(n=168 in each group; mean difference = 8.51, effect size= .55); however, the 8.51 mean 

difference is considerably smaller than the 15-point difference typically observed 

between African American and Whites and is lower than the 11 point difference shown 

for WISC-III FSIQ scores, even after SES matching. There were no significant mean IQ 

score differences (n=162, p>.05) between Hispanics and Non Hispanics indicating that 

additional socioeconomic status refinement does contribute to reductions in mean score 

differences in IQ between these populations. In fact, Hispanics scored higher than their 

Non Hispanic counterparts on several subscales. Findings offer support for the use of the 

UNIT with diverse populations, as this measure of intelligence may limit the influence of 

irrelevant cultural factors in assessment. Future research on the use of nonverbal 

intelligence measures to predict minority student achievement, progressive 

conceptualizations of intelligent behavior, and exploration of within racial-ethnic group 

factors that contribute to or inhibit cognitive growth and academic achievement in 

minorities is warranted. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Purpose 

 Administration of the Universal Nonverbal Intelligence Test (UNIT; Bracken & 

McCallum, 1998) results in relatively small minority-majority population mean score IQ 

differences when participants are matched on age, sex, and highest parent education 

attainment--a difference that is smaller than most other cognitive measures. The purpose 

of this study is to evaluate the effects of further refining the match by equating groups not 

only on age, sex, and highest parent education level, but two additional socioeconomic 

indicators: community setting and both parent education levels. Will this additional 

refinement further reduce the mean score differences that exists between groups (e.g., 

Whites vs. African Americans and Non Hispanics vs. Hispanics)? 

Brief Historical Perspectives on Intelligence 

A number of important and sometimes contradictory theories explain the form 

and nature of intelligence. Some theorists tend to emphasize a dominant, general 

intelligence construct (Jensen, 1981; Spearman, 1927) said to undergird all mental 

activity, whereas others conceptualize intelligence as manifesting itself in a number of 

specific and largely independent domains (Gardner, 1983; Sternberg, 1985; Thurstone, 

1960). According to Spearman (1927), intelligence is composed of both a dominant 

general factor (g) and a number of specific factors. Spearman’s ‘g’ is used to explain 

individual differences in performance on intelligence tests. Presumably, all tests of 

mental ability measure to some degree this ‘g’ factor, and any difference in performance 

that exists between individuals and groups are attributable primarily to differences in ‘g’.  
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The Cattell-Horn (Cattell, 1971) theory provides a much more recent model that 

retains some of the characteristics of Spearman’s conceptualization. According to this 

model, mental ability can be further disaggregated to reflect two broad subtypes, namely 

“fluid” and “crystallized” intelligence. Fluid intelligence reflects one’s information 

processing ability and the relatively unlearned ability to solve novel problems. 

Crystallized intelligence refers to those abilities that are dependent on acquired 

knowledge, and are more influenced by experience and education. This theory has been 

revised extensively and is now referred to as the Cattell-Horn-Carroll (CHC) model, 

integrating both the original Cattell-Horn Gf-Gc theory and Carroll’s three-stratum model 

of cognitive abilities (see Horn & Noll, 1997; Carroll, 1993). Horn (1991) expanded upon 

the original two factor Gf-Gc model to include nine broad cognitive abilities: Fluid 

Intelligence (Gf), Crystallized Intelligence (Gc), Short-Term Acquisition and Retrieval 

(Gsm), Visual Intelligence (Gv), Auditory Intelligence (Ga), Long-Term Storage and 

Retrieval (Glr), Cognitive Processing Speed (Gs), Correct Decision Speed (CDS), and 

Quantitative Knowledge (Gq). Carroll proposed a three-stratum model to include 

approximately 70 additional subconstructs that fall under eight broad cognitive ability 

factors-- factors very similar to those proposed by Horn. These include Fluid Intelligence 

(Gf), Crystallized Intelligence (Gc), General Memory and Learning (Gy), Broad Visual 

Perception (Gv), Broad Auditory Perception (Gu), Broad Retrieval Ability (Gr), Broad 

Cognitive Speediness (Gs), and Processing Speed/Reaction Time Decision Speed (Gt).  

This empirically based model is derived from factor analysis of large data sets 

obtained from the administration of various cognitive tasks. Moreover, a number of 

intelligence tests have been developed using the Cattell-Horn model as their theoretical 
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basis (Flanagan & Ortiz, 2002). An underlying principle of the Kaufman Assessment 

Battery for Children (KAB-C; Kaufman & Kaufman, 1983), for example, is the Cattell-

Horn theory of fluid and crystallized intelligence. Because intelligence tests are 

essentially a measure of what one has learned (Kaufman, 1990), the crystallized scores 

are particularly susceptible to the adverse influence of poor achievement skills, limited 

vocabulary, and limited general knowledge (Kaufman, 1994), as often seen in low-

income minority students. 

Other multi-component theories of intelligence are based on cognitive, 

information processing, or biopsychological models. These theories typically posit the 

idea of more than two “intelligences” as suggested by Spearman (1927), but they disagree 

on the nature and number of these intelligences. For example, Guilford’s (1967) 

”Structure of Intellect” theory initially proposed 120 intellectual abilities which are 

categorized these along three independent dimensions: activities or operations (i.e., 

cognition, memory), content on which operations are performed (i.e., visual, auditory, 

symbolic), and the product or result of applying particular operations (i.e., units, classes, 

implications). On the other hand, Gardner (1983) originally suggested the existence of 

seven relatively independent intelligences including linguistic, musical, logical-

mathematical, spatial, body-kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal, and later added 

“natural” intelligence (as cited in McDevitt & Ormrod, 2002). He contends that 

psychometric batteries tap only linguistic, logical, and to some degree spatial 

intelligences but don’t account for other forms of intelligence (Neisser et al., 1996). 

Although he offers little empirical and psychometric support for his ideas, Gardner’s 
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theory remains influential in understanding the processes that underlie intelligence, at 

least from a multiple intelligence perspective.  

 Like Gardner, Sternberg’s (1985) triarchic theory of intelligence conceptualizes 

intelligence beyond what is typically measured by intelligence tests. Sternberg identifies 

three subtheories that help explain his triarchic model of intelligence: contextual theory, 

experiential theory, and componential theory.  The contextual subtheory describes 

behaviors that demonstrate intellectual competence in different environments. The 

experiential subtheory refers to intelligence that requires the application of learned 

knowledge and skills to new situations. Finally, the componential theory involves 

cognitive processes, specifically information processing and problem solving. This theory 

suggests that there are three interrelated aspects of intelligence: analytic (book smarts), 

creative, and practical (street smarts). Of Sternberg’s three intelligences, only analytical 

ability is assessed by conventional intelligence tests (Neisser et al., 1996). However, 

Sternberg and Clinkenbeard (1995) suggests that diverse students manifesting practical 

intelligence can perform in ways that are just as predictive of grades as conventional tests 

if they are taught in a way that capitalizes on their practical strengths. As such, these 

equally important forms of ability (i.e., practical and creative ability), as often 

demonstrated in ethnically and socioeconomically diverse students, may go undiscovered 

by conventional intelligence measures. That is, members of minority groups may perform 

as well as or better than their majority group counterparts on these indices (Torrance, 

1971).   
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Factors Influencing Performance on Intelligence Tests 

For decades, the assessment of intelligence has been the subject of much research 

and controversial debate. In 1905 Alfred Binet published the first practical “intelligence 

test,” presumably to identify low-performing students who could not succeed in regular 

classes and who might need some form of specialized services (Hilliard, 1989; Jensen, 

1981). Since that time, “IQ tests,” referring to the quotient derived from them (Hilliard, 

1989), have been used to provide predictive information about educational and vocational 

success (Copeland, Conrad, Chansky, 1978; Wagner, 1997).  

Theoretically, measures of intellectual ability provide predictive information 

about future academic achievement, can be used to diagnosis learning difficulties and 

mental deficits, and when necessary can help to identify the need for specialized services 

outside the scope of that provided by general education programs. Various editions of the 

Wechsler Intelligence Scales and the Stanford Binet have traditionally been the more 

preferred tests (Jensen, 1981) and thus, the most extensively studied. Even now, the 

current versions of these tests remain the most commonly used for assessing the 

intellectual ability of students suspected of learning difficulty, mental retardation, and 

giftedness. However, the use of the Wechsler and Binet scales in the schools has raised a 

number of controversial issues related to their appropriateness for use with diverse 

populations, in part because of the relatively large mean IQ score differences among 

those groups. Decades of research, in both educational and psychological literature, have 

helped to explain factors that influence IQ scores including culture, language, schooling 

and education, socio-economic status, race and ethnicity, and genetics. The fact that some 
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groups have experiences that are markedly different from mainstream culture has been 

one of the most frequently cited explanations to date (e.g., Helms, 1992).  

Culture and language  

Much of the controversy raised concerning testing diverse populations focuses on 

the issue of bias and fairness, with many researchers questioning the validity of scores 

traditional intelligence tests yield with culturally and linguistically diverse populations 

(Helms, 1992; Helms, 2002; Hilliard, 1983). Presumably, traditional intelligence tests 

rely too heavily on verbal skills and factual knowledge, which may unfairly penalize 

students with non-dominant cultural and language experiences and result in the 

interpretation of cultural or language differences as disabilities. As a result, the degree of 

cultural and linguistic “loading” on intelligence test measures has been cited as 

contributing to differential test performance among groups (Dana, 1993; Suzuki & 

Valencia, 1997). Taylor and Lee (1995) assert that differential performance is partly the 

result of standardized testing rules, which are based on a number of faulty assumptions 

created in an effort to control or standardize the testing environment. They note that these 

strict controls placed on the testing environment are often incompatible with the various 

styles of communication that individuals may bring into the testing situation.   

One assumption identified by Taylor and Lee (1995) as inherent in many 

standardized tests, is the belief “that all individuals communicate their experiences in a 

similar manner” (p. 41) when in fact differences in expressive language and cognitive 

problem solving style may vary not only across cultures but with each individual. It is 

precisely this variation that often interferes with the validity of scores derived from 

traditional IQ tests. Sturn and Johnston’s (1999) investigation of children with specific 
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language impairments (SLI) found that greater use of private speech in SLI students was 

associated with less cognitive efficiency, as indicated by IQ scores. Thus, to presuppose 

that all individuals convey knowledge in the same way, fails to consider that equally 

intelligent people may use differing, but equally intelligent reasoning strategies (Helms, 

1992).   

A second assumption of conventional intelligence tests generally accepts the 

premise that there is one right answer to a given question or problem, and the individual 

who is able to access these predetermined answers, which are often grounded in common 

American culture, is therefore “intelligent” (Helms, 1992; Hilliard, 2002). Consequently, 

many argue that results of standardized tests “favor children who speak common 

American English, primarily because these students are able to respond to questions that 

represent a familiar language based on familiar experiences” (Hilliard, 2002, p. 98).  

Ideally, the use of a variety of acceptable answers would be good practice; however, the 

very nature of “standardized” test administration often precludes the incorporation of 

variability in responses (Taylor & Lee, 1995).   

Finally, many intelligence tests are based on the fundamental notion of 

universality, which allows for interpretation and comparison across groups. Hilliard 

(1983) challenges this assumption of universality by exploring the criteria for item 

selection on vocabulary subtests for example, which are included in many commonly 

used intelligence tests. Specifically, he challenges the notion that there is a universal 

vocabulary that all Americans have had an equal chance of exposure to learn irrespective 

of culture, home environment, socioeconomic status, or regional differences.  
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Historically, the idea that tests should not be linguistically or culturally 

discriminatory has been upheld by several important court decisions and legislative 

mandates including Larry P. v. Riles (1972), Diana v. State Board of Education (1970), 

and ultimately the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) or Public Law 

105-17 (Taylor & Lee, 1995).  Specifically, IDEA states that: 

1) tests and other evaluation materials must be selected and administered 

so as not to be racially or culturally discriminatory.     

2) tests and materials must be administered in the child’s native language 

or other mode of communication in which the child is most proficient  

3) test materials and procedures must be selected and administered to a 

child with limited English proficiency or other form of communication 

disability, so as to reflect accurately the child’s ability rather than 

measuring the child’s English language skills or impaired 

communication skill (Taylor & Lee, 1995).   

Despite the requirements of federal law and the aforementioned court decisions, most 

standardized tests still include culturally-based communication requirements that may 

confound the results of psychological testing.  

Schooling and education  

Schools have the potential to impact intelligence in a number of ways. Many of 

the skills required to perform well on conventional intelligence tests (i.e., factual 

knowledge, vocabulary, abstract thinking) are learned in school. Thus, scores obtained on 

IQ tests may vary as a function of educational opportunity (Ceci & Williams, 1997). IQ 

scores are positively enhanced by schooling experiences that consistently promote 
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intellectual development and practice in skills similar to those tested on intelligence 

measures. It is precisely this similarity with school curriculum that IQ tests are able to 

predict achievement as well as they do (Neisser et al., 1996).  

A second line of research suggests that the racial and socioeconomic make-up of 

schools and communities influence the educational experiences of minority children 

(Brooks-Gunn, Duncan, Klebanov, & Sealand, 1993). Consequently, some researchers 

have studied the composition of schools and the problem of disparate educational 

opportunities (Schofield, 1991; Wells & Crain, 1994). Tracking practices, for example, 

often relegate minority and low income students to instructional classes where they 

receive fewer resources and less qualified teachers whereas majority, middle class 

students are advantaged by more resources, more qualified teachers, and a college 

preparatory curriculum (Oakes, Gamoran, & Page, 1992). Harnqvist (1968) conducted 

one of the earliest studies examining the effects of track assignment on IQ. He found 

students assigned to academic tracks had higher IQ test scores, by approximately 0.62 

standard deviations, than those assigned to vocational tracks. These inequitable learning 

opportunities potentially dictate which students receive quality education and those that 

do not (Darling-Hammond, 1985) perhaps perpetuating the achievement gaps among 

majority and minority groups.  

Socio-economic status (SES)  

SES has been found to consistently predict intellectual performance (Oakland, 

1978; Suzuki & Valencia, 1997). One of the earliest studies documenting SES differences 

in intellectual performance was conducted by Arlitt (1921), who ultimately concluded 
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that SES transcended race in predicting intelligence test scores. Arlitt found that groups 

similar on high levels of SES also scored higher on intelligence tests, irrespective of race.  

Wechsler (1971) concedes that lower socio-economic groups score lower on IQ 

tests and suggests that any solution to remedy these group differences ameliorate the 

social and economic conditions of members within these groups rather than the test itself. 

Students from low SES backgrounds experience a myriad of environmental, health, and 

family related problems associated with poverty that may further depress their 

intelligence. Inadequate nutrition, poor pre- and postnatal care, and limited parental 

education (McDevitt & Ormrod, 2002), are a few factors that appear to impede the 

intellectual development of economically disadvantaged students. Matching groups on 

SES has been shown to reduce majority-minority differences (Prifitera, Weiss, and 

Saklofske, 1998), and will be a major focus of this study, as discussed later. 

Race and ethnicity  

Although often used interchangeably, Wijeyesinghe, Griffen, & Love (1997) 

distinguish between race and ethnicity. Race is defined as “a social construct that 

artificially divides people into distinct groups based on characteristics such as physical 

appearance (particularly color), ancestral heritage, cultural affiliation, cultural history, 

ethnic classification and the social, economic, and political needs of a society at a given 

period of time” (p. 88). Ethnicity, also a social construct, is defined as “smaller social 

groups based on characteristics such as a shared sense of group membership, values, 

behavioral patterns, language, political and economic interests, history and ancestral 

geographical base” (p. 88). It is difficult to separate the issue of racial-ethnic group 

differences in IQ test scores from SES differences since minority groups are so 
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disproportionately represented in the lower socio-economic stratum (Neisser et al., 1996). 

Thus, any potential influence of race and ethnicity may be inextricably tied to differences 

in SES as well. Although the early debates focused on ‘race’ differences in test 

performance, more progressive ideas suggest that it is actually cultural influence that has 

the greater impact. Put simply, the cultural experience associated with the ‘race’ rather 

than the race itself probably explains the variability in scores (Puente & Salazar, 1998).  

On average, racial and ethnic minority groups differ markedly in their 

performance on intelligence tests. African Americans, on average score approximately 

15-points lower (one standard deviation) below that of Whites with the Hispanic-White 

difference being less pronounced (Neisser et al., 1996). One exception is the Asian 

population, who on average, score one to five points higher than Whites (Flynn, 1991). 

The origin of these racial and ethnic group differences have been debated both 

empirically and emotionally for decades. Researchers have explained these differences 

using genetic (Herrnstein & Murray, 1994), environmental, socioeconomic (Brooks-

Gunn et al., 1993), and historical discriminatory practice (Ogbu, 1994) arguments. 

Genetics and environment  

The relative contribution of genes and environment on individual differences in 

intelligence is difficult to determine. Much of the evidence provided in support of a 

genetic influence has been conducted using twin studies as well as adoption studies. For 

example, identical twins reared apart have more similar IQs than fraternal twins raised 

within the same home (Bouchard & McGue, 1981). Additionally, studies show that 

adopted children have IQs more similar to their biological than their adoptive parents, 

suggesting a stronger genetic influence. Perhaps the most controversial genetic evidence 
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offered to explain group differences in intellectual performance was provided in 

Herrnstein and Murray’s (1994) The Bell Curve. This text suggests that 60% of the 

variance observed in test scores is inherited. In general, research has not supported the 

assertion that mean score differences in IQ are attributable to genetic factors to the extent 

suggested by Hernstein and Murray. 

 Scholars have used similar types of evidence (provided to support the idea of 

genetic determinants of intelligence) to argue a stronger environmental influence. Studies 

comparing twins reared in the same versus different homes have found that those reared 

in different homes tend to have less similar IQs than twins raised together (McDevitt & 

Ormrod, 2002). In a classic study by Scarr and Weinberg (1976), children born of poor 

biological parents were adopted by middle-class parents with above average IQs and then 

compared with a similar group of students who remained with their biological parent. 

Individuals raised by adoptive parents possessed IQs approximately 15 points higher than 

that of the non adopted group. Most researchers agree that both genetic and 

environmental influences impact intelligence, but may disagree on the proportional 

contribution of each.  

 As previously mentioned, some experts argue that group differences result from 

test bias (i.e., tests are biased against the lower scoring group). Clearly, systematic 

differences as a function of group membership, whether due to SES, cultural, or language 

differences, raises concerns and propels scholars to investigate and explain those 

differences. However, mean differences do not necessarily indicate the presence of bias. 

For example, Jensen (1980) notes that there is no a priori reason to believe that all groups 

should score the same on IQ tests, and to believe that groups should be equal leads to the 
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“egalitarian fallacy.” This is the idea that if a test yields mean score differences between 

groups, it is therefore biased. Many etiological perspectives and definitions on bias have 

been published and then disputed in the psychological assessment literature. The 

following definitions are the most common.  

Potential Sources of Bias 

 The ongoing controversy concerning bias in psychological tests has paralleled that 

of the classic nature/nurture debate. The term ‘bias’ has been defined in the literature as 

systematic error in the measurement of a psychological construct as a function of 

membership in a cultural or racial subgroup (Reynolds, 1982). Therefore, the idea of 

“bias” has been conceptualized by many experts as resulting from the use of 

psychometrically flawed intelligence tests which artificially give the appearance of group 

differences. Cultural test bias, a term used frequently throughout the test bias literature, 

historically referred to the idea that tests yield different mean scores across racial groups, 

resulting in disparate identification and placement of those groups (Helms, 1992). This 

perspective maintains that some “construct irrelevant” factor, such as language or culture, 

confound the assessment process and subsequent interpretation of test results.  

Inappropriate standardization sample  

Bias arguments have been based on the idea that tests are more appropriately used 

with groups adequately represented in the norming sample. Harrington (1975) suggested 

that the greater the minority representation in the standardization sample the greater the 

overall mean score for that particular group representing the greater minority population. 

He further argued that tests normed primarily on the majority population (i.e., Whites) 

would not have the same predictive validity for minority groups given their small 
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representation in the standardization sample. Twenty years later, Fan, Willson, and Kapes 

(1996) examined Harrington’s original conjecture under two distinct construction 

models: one with differential representation of ethnic groups, the other with maximal 

representation of one ethnic group. Their results indicated no systematic advantage or 

disadvantage in test performance as a function of ethnic group representation in the 

sample; even with 100% ethnic group representation in the sample. Consequently, their 

results fail to support bias arguments based on the idea that tests favor those most widely 

represented in the test standardization sample.  

Content validity bias  

The earliest work in cultural test bias was centered primarily on the issue of 

content validity bias (Reynolds, Lowe, & Saenz, 1999). For decades, researchers have 

studied this phenomenon statistically (i.e., Camilli & Shepard, 1987; Nandakumar, 

Glutting, & Oakland, 1993) and by more subjective analyses, specifically visual 

inspection of potentially biased items by members of minority groups (Jensen, 1976; 

Kaufman, 1979). Reynolds et al. (1999) state that a test item is considered to be biased in 

content if (a) the item requires knowledge or skills that the examinee has not had the 

opportunity to learn; (b) the language of the item is delivered in such a way that confuses 

the ethnic minority and an inaccurate understanding of the question may result in 

erroneous answers; and finally, (c) item scoring, specifically, what is considered correct 

and incorrect, is based on a sample of primarily majority, American culture, which may 

unfairly penalize ethnic minorities for an answer that might be correct from their own 

cultural frame of reference. Some researchers contend that the inclusion of items meeting 

one or more of the above criteria will constitute content validity bias for ethnic minority 
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groups, testing their familiarity with American culture rather than the intended construct 

of intelligence. Consequently, those items found objectionable should be eliminated. 

However, some say that discarding potentially biased items will do little, if anything, to 

reduce the mean score differences that exists between groups (Flaugher, 1978; Jensen, 

1976). After an extensive review of the literature, Reynolds et al. (1999) conclude that 

the evidence suggests no systematic bias against minorities due to test content; and when 

instances of bias do occur they account for less than 5% of the variance in test scores.  

Construct validity bias  

Construct validity refers to the degree to which a test in fact measures the trait it 

purports to measure. Thus, a test measuring a different construct as a function of group 

membership may be considered invalid. One approach used to assess construct validity 

involves the statistical technique of factor analysis. Factor analysis allows the 

experimenter to determine the extent to which the same constructs are measured across 

populations. Hilliard (1979) has offered several perspectives on bias and notes that:  

If the IQ test is a valid and reliable test of ‘innate’ ability or abilities, then the 

factors which emerge on a given test should be the same from one population to 

another, since ‘intelligence’ is asserted to be a set of mental processes (p. 53).  

Reynolds et al. (1999) discusses in detail several studies comparing the factor structure of 

the Weschler scales across races. Their conclusion supports the similarity of the factor 

structure across race; they reject the claim of construct validity bias.    

Predictive validity bias  

A substantial amount of research has been conducted on the differential predictive 

validity of intelligence tests across race. Predictive validity, said to be the most critical of 
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all forms of validity in the test bias literature (Reynolds et al., 1999), refers to the 

relationship between the test score, in this case, and some outcome of future performance 

(Sattler, 2001). Predictive validity is especially important when results have high 

interpretive significance and are used to assign students into special education classes, 

decide admittance into a college or university, or determine competency to perform 

certain jobs. Bias exists with regard to predictive validity when a test score consistently 

leads to erroneous inferences or predictions as a function of group membership (Cleary, 

Humphreys, Kendrick, & Wesman, 1975). 

 Sattler (1974) and more recently Reynolds et al. (1999) have reviewed a number 

of studies evaluating the differential predictive validity of IQ tests across race and gender. 

The preponderance of their evidence suggests equivalent validity of IQ measures across 

groups. Reynold’s (1980) found that, in such cases where bias did exist, it acted in favor 

of Blacks, tending to over-predict their performance. Conclusions reached in these “bias” 

studies have not been accepted by all researchers who are still convinced of cultural bias 

in psychological tests (Helms, 1992; Scheuneman, 1987). Helms (1992), for example, 

argued that Blacks and other minorities are inherently different, cognitively and 

culturally, than Whites. She offers a number of suggestions to address this cultural issue 

including the need to determine the cultural equivalency of cognitive ability tests and 

development of separate racial group norms for existing tests, to name a few.   

Disproportionate placement as “bias”  

Some experts maintain that the use of “biased” intelligence tests consistently lead 

to the over-identification of cultural and linguistic minorities (who earn lower IQs) in 

special education. For over 30 years, the problem of disproportionate representation of 
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minority students in special education has been a controversial issue (Dunn, 1968; 

Kaufman, Hallahan, & Ford, 1998) due in part to the inappropriate use and interpretation 

of standardized tests (Reschly, 1981). Graham and Harris (1989) suggest that the problem 

of disproportionate representation is not due solely to the inappropriate use of IQ tests but 

rather socio-political determinants such as lack of flexibility in funding resources, 

disparate methods in teacher training, in combination with a host of other complexities 

that in the aggregate add to the problem of overrepresentation. Although, IQ tests do not 

solely determine eligibility and placement decisions, they do figure significantly in 

decision- making (Jensen, 1981). Insofar as this problem of over-identification reflects 

systematic bias in the educational system, rather than authentically higher rates of 

disability for some groups, efforts should be made to improve the procedure by which 

students are identified for special education (Oswald, Coutinho, & Best, 2000). 

Fairness in Testing 

Recently, there has been a decline in test bias research likely due to the 

development of sophisticated methods for minimizing bias in most well developed tests 

(Suzuki & Valencia, 1997). Instead, the test bias debate has evolved into discussions of 

enhanced fairness. In fact, the issue of fairness represents the positive “flip-side” of bias 

discussions. A “fair” intelligence test is assumed to be one that includes state of the art 

mechanisms to reduce bias and one that minimizes the influence of construct irrelevant 

factors (McCallum, 1999). Many nonverbal measures of intelligence, including the 

UNIT, were developed for the purpose of maximizing fairness in testing for all 

individuals irrespective of age, sex, race, ethnicity, or language. Typically, nonverbal 

tests assess an individual’s ability to solve problems using memory and reasoning with 
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visual- spatial tasks, matrices, and pictures that represent universally familiar objects or 

events (McCallum, 1999). Nonverbal intelligence tests are less dependent upon 

expressive and receptive language skills and therefore, are especially useful with cultural 

and language minorities and individuals with limited English proficiency. The 

implication suggests that intelligence tests, which are able to avoid construct irrelevant 

language influences by eliminating this requirement altogether, are fairer for those whom 

language related expectations place them at a disadvantage. These and other important 

criteria of fairness are discussed below.  

McCallum (1999) has identified a number of criteria for reducing test bias and 

ensuring fairness in assessment. First, and perhaps most importantly, he argues that a 

language-free test is less susceptible to the language related biases inherent in many 

traditional language-loaded tests. Second, the unidimensional nature of many existing 

nonverbal intelligence tests, limit their effectiveness in adequately assessing broad 

cognitive functioning; a limitation, which initially prompted the development of the 

UNIT. Multifaceted intelligence tests that require complex reasoning and problem 

solving skills along a number of dimensions are considered to be a better measure of “g” 

and thus, fairer (Bracken & McCallum, 1998).     

As stated earlier, test items may be considered biased in content if the item 

requires knowledge or skills that the examinee has not had the opportunity to learn. As a 

result, poor educational experiences may result in lower levels of acquired knowledge. A 

fair intelligence test is one that is less focused on crystallized forms of intelligence, which 

are more sensitive to poor schooling experiences and limited learning opportunities. 
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Conventional intelligence tests, the verbal scales in particular, have been criticized for 

relying too heavily on acquired knowledge in the assessment of intelligence.  

The use of timed tasks in assessment has been criticized for placing too much 

emphasis on speed rather than accuracy in the measurement of intelligence (Bracken & 

McCallum, 1998). Specifically, performance on speeded tasks may place students with 

processing speed deficits or motor impairments at a disadvantage, if this performance 

figures substantially into the overall IQ score. McCallum (1999) suggests that tests, 

which minimize the influence speed, are fairer than those that place great emphasis on 

this skill. 

Reducing bias and enhancing fairness must also include mechanisms for 

counteracting validity related bias issues. The development of the UNIT, for example, 

used item bias analyses as well as expert judges to eliminate potential sources of content 

related bias. Moreover, factor analytic techniques and correlations were established to 

verify the UNIT as a fair measurement of the intended construct of intelligence across 

populations. Differential predictive validity of minority groups as opposed to majority 

groups has been consistently implicated as a source of bias in testing. Statistical analyses 

were used during the development of the UNIT to ensure the predictability of the UNIT 

similarly across populations (McCallum, 1999). 

Sattler (2001) maintains that all tests are culturally biased to some degree. The 

extent to which a test can be considered “fair” begins early in the test development phase 

and rests largely with the tests internal and external psychometric properties and the 

developer’s foresight to carefully plan for and curtail potential construct irrelevant 

variables that may impact test performance. Among the many indicators of fairness, 
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reduction of mean score differences among groups, is the most salient. Tests that show 

reduced mean score differences between minority and majority groups are assumed to be 

less biased against the lower scoring group and thus more culturally fair.    

Mean Score Differences as a Fairness Issue 

Many experts agree that most recently developed tests meet few if any of the 

psychometric criteria indicative of bias and are more “fair” than previous measures. 

However, the controversy continues, in part because of the significant mean score 

differences observed between minority and majority groups. Eventhough, the “mean 

score difference as bias” argument has been criticized and rejected in psychological 

assessment research (Jensen, 1981; Reynolds et al., 1999), it is still considered to be a 

“red flag.” When it does occur, it raises doubt among examiners who must administer and 

interpret test results with confidence. Discussions of bias and fairness would not be 

relevant if mean differences among groups did not exist. Examining the nature of mean 

score differences, and reasons for those differences, will help address the larger issue, 

which is fair, accurate, and valid intellectual assessment of cultural and language 

minorities. 

One approach typically used to examine (and reduce) mean IQ score differences 

among groups has been to match the two populations in question on a number of 

demographic variables thought to impact the magnitude of these differences. Using the 

WISC-III standardization sample, Prifitera, Weiss, and Saklofske (1998) investigated 

mean differences on the WISC-III with African Americans, Hispanics, and Whites. Their 

results indicated that matching participants on age, sex, region of country, parental 

education level, and number of parents in the household, significantly reduces score 
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differences between Whites and African Americans and Whites and Hispanics. 

Consequently, the well-documented 15- point difference between African Americans and 

Whites (Neisser et al., 1996) becomes a difference of only 11 when the aforementioned 

variables were used to match the samples. For Hispanics and Whites, the initial 9-point 

mean score difference decreases to less than 4-points.  

Similar results were reported by Naglieri and Ronning (2000) in a study of three 

matched samples of Whites and African Americans, Whites and Hispanics, and Whites 

and Asians on the Naglieri Nonverbal Ability Test (NNAT; Naglieri, 1997). Some 

researchers have suggested that nonverbal measures provide a favorable alternative to 

traditional, language loaded assessment methods with culturally and linguistically diverse 

students (Frisby, 1999; McCallum, Bracken, & Wasserman, 2001) and therefore have the 

potential to reduce mean score differences. In the Naglieri and Ronning (2000) study, 

groups were matched on geographic region, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, and type of 

school setting. Results found significant but small differences between the African 

American and White samples (mean difference of 4 points) and between Hispanics and 

Whites (mean difference of 3 points). No significant differences were observed between 

White and Asian samples. Bracken and McCallum (1998) also found reduced levels of 

majority and minority differences by matching on age, sex, and highest level of parental 

education for the UNIT. Differences were reduced to 8.63 and 2.13 for African American 

and White and Hispanic and White samples on the UNIT Standard Battery FSIQ, 

respectively. 

Presumably, if racial-ethnic group differences are ‘real,’ rather than the result of 

bias, then attempts to reduce group differences through matched comparison studies 
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would fail. However, research supports small mean score differences even when 

controlling for geographic region, socioeconomic status, and other related variables. The 

process of matching groups on demographic variables does not explain all of the 

variability in performance among groups. Prifitera et al. (1998) suggests that a more 

refined matching process on variables that impact equal opportunity to learn and 

cognitive development may lead to additional reductions in mean score differences. More 

importantly, identification of factors contributing to lower performance of some groups 

on cognitive measures has implications for interventions that structure the home and 

educational environment in a way that maximizes minority student achievement.     

Statement of the Problem 

The test bias debate often obscures the fundamental finding of large mean score 

differences between racial and ethnic minority groups and the majority population. Many 

scholars refute the contention that mean IQ score differences are the result of cultural test 

bias (Jensen, 1974, 1976, 1980; Reynolds, Willson, & Chatman, 1984; Reynolds, et al., 

1999). So, why do these mean score differences exist? According to Puente and Salazar 

(1998) the goal is to “determine exactly what those differences are, how are they 

manifested when important variables are controlled, and finally, what do these 

differences suggest” (p. 244). The first two questions can be addressed by evaluating the 

extent to which mean differences are effected when minority and majority samples are 

matched extensively on variables not typically available (to the matching process). That 

is, will refining the match process, beyond the level typically attained, reduce minority 

and majority population mean differences? More specifically, will the use of additional 

matching variables (i.e., community setting and both parental educational levels) further 
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reduce the minority and majority mean IQ score differences on the UNIT, a measure of 

nonverbal intelligence, beyond the reduction already found via the use of age, sex, and 

highest level of one parent’s education? 

Research Questions 

The following research questions are addressed by this study: 

1. Are there significant mean score differences between African American and 

White FSIQs on the UNIT Abbreviated Battery when the following matching 

variables are used: age, sex, community setting, and both parent education levels? 

2. Are there significant mean score differences between African American and 

White FSIQs on the UNIT Standard Battery when the following matching 

variables are used: age, sex, community setting, and both parent education levels? 

3. Are there significant mean score differences between African American and 

White FSIQs on the UNIT Extended Battery when the following matching 

variables are used: age, sex, community setting, and both parent education levels? 

4. Are there significant mean score differences between Hispanic and Non Hispanic 

FSIQs on the UNIT Abbreviated Battery when the following matching variables 

are used: age, sex, community setting, and both parent education levels? 

5. Are there significant mean score differences between Hispanic and Non Hispanic 

FSIQs on the UNIT Standard Battery when the following matching variables are 

used: age, sex, community setting, and both parent education levels? 

6. Are there significant mean score differences between Hispanic and Non Hispanic 

FSIQs on the UNIT Extended Battery when the following matching variables are 

used: age, sex, community setting, and both parent education levels? 
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CHAPTER 2 

Methods 

Participants and Procedures 

 Data for this study were obtained using a subsample of the standardization sample 

of the Universal Nonverbal Intelligence Test (UNIT; Bracken & McCallum, 1998) 

provided by Riverside Publishing Company (Appendix C) and additional data collected 

from UNIT validity studies. The purpose and procedures regarding the study met with 

full IRB approval (Appendix B). The entire standardization and validity sample used for 

this study included 3,861 children and adolescents ages 5 years, 0 months, through 17 

years, 11 months. The stratified, random sampling procedure, during development of the 

UNIT, resulted in a sample that closely approximated the U. S. population according to 

the 1995 U.S. Census data. The following variables were adequately represented in the 

standardization: sex, race, Hispanic Origin, region, community setting, classroom 

placement, special education exceptionality, and parental educational attainment. The 

community setting variable identifies the primary residence of individuals as being in 

rural, urban, or suburban settings. The U.S. Census defines rural as a community of less 

than 2,500 people. Parent education, used as an index of SES, was divided into four 

levels: Less than high school, high school graduate, 1-3 years of college or technical 

training, and four or more years of college or technical training.  

Initial matched comparison studies with White, African American, and Hispanic 

samples reported in the UNIT manual (Manual) only matched groups on sex, age, 

ethnicity, and the highest parent education level. Results of these studies yielded African 

American and White mean FSIQ score differences of 7.63, 8.63, and 9.77 on the 
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Abbreviated, Standard, and Extended Batteries, respectively (Bracken & McCallum, 

1998). The Hispanic and Non Hispanic FSIQ score differences were 2.0, 2.13, and 1.43 

on the Abbreviated, Standard, and Extended Batteries, respectively. The current study 

builds upon these results and examine the African American and White as well as 

Hispanic and Non Hispanic mean score differences following a more refined match 

process, specifically by matching groups on two additional variables (community setting 

and both parent education levels). A total of 168 demographically matched pairs of 

African Americans and Whites and 162 demographically matched pairs of Hispanics and 

Non Hispanics were used for analysis. It is important to note that Hispanic designation is 

based on ethnic origin, of which members of any race may be included. The Non 

Hispanic sample consists of African Americans, Whites, and/or Asians not of Hispanic 

origin.  

Instrument 

The UNIT is an individually administered, multidimensional measure of 

intelligence designed primarily to provide a fair, accurate, and comprehensive assessment 

of person’s ages 5 years to 17 years. This test is administered in a 100% nonverbal 

fashion relying entirely on gestures and pantomimed movements as the primary source of 

communication in the testing situation. McCallum, Bracken, and Wasserman (2001) 

define “nonverbal assessment” as essentially the assessment of intelligence administered 

in a nonverbal fashion. Unlike most other nonverbal tests including the Naglieri 

Nonverbal Ability Test (NNAT; Naglieri, 1997) and the Test of Nonverbal Intelligence-

Third Edition (TONI-III; Brown, Sherbenou, & Johnsen, 1997), the UNIT provides a 

more comprehensive assessment of intelligence.   
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The UNIT consists of six subtests, with a mean of 10 and a standard deviation of 

3, and provides three administration options. The Abbreviated Battery includes only two 

subtests and may be used for screening purposes. The Standard Battery consists of four 

subtests and is typically used for making placement decisions (Bracken & McCallum, 

1998). Finally, an Extended Battery option is available for a more comprehensive 

diagnostic assessment of intelligence. The UNIT assesses a broad array of complex 

memory and reasoning abilities including those conducive to verbal mediation, using 

language related symbols (Symbolic) as well as those that are relatively free of symbols 

and instead require abstractions (Nonsymbolic).  Distinctions drawn between symbolic 

and nonsymbolic content liken that of verbal and performance content, respectively, on 

the Wechsler scales. The UNIT provides scores on five scales, all with an average 

standard score of 100 and a standard deviation of 15. These scales include the Memory 

Quotient, Reasoning Quotient, Symbolic Quotient, Nonsymbolic Quotient, and Full Scale 

Intelligence Quotient.  

The UNIT strongly correlates with traditional language loaded intelligence tests, 

indicating that the construct measured with this test, is in fact general intelligence 

(Bracken & McCallum, 1998). Correlational studies reported in the UNIT manual with 

the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children- Third Edition (Wechsler, 1991), 

Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Cognitive Ability-Revised (1989), and the Matrix Analogies 

Tests (MAT; Naglieri, 1985) all yield correlational coefficients greater than .81 for the 

standard and extended batteries. Correlations between the UNIT Abbreviated Battery full 

scale IQ and the Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test (K-BIT; Kaufman & Kaufman, 1990), 

also a screening device, yielded a coefficient of .71. The K-BIT correlated .82 and .79 
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with the UNIT on the Standard and Extended Batteries, respectively. The UNIT’s strong 

correlation with commonly used full batteries and screening devices support its 

foundation as a valid and useful measure of intellectual functioning.  

The chief goal in developing the UNIT was to provide an accurate assessment of 

intellectual functioning for individuals with cultural or language related differences that 

may confound results of intellectual assessment. The authors suggest that the UNIT is 

especially appropriate for individuals having speech, language or hearing impairments, 

different cultural and language backgrounds, including those having limited English 

proficiency. For these groups “traditional, language-loaded intelligence tests do not 

provide an accurate representation of the true level of intellectual functioning” 

(McCallum et al., 2001, p. 4). The UNIT was designed to reduce bias associated with the 

influence of language related demands in the context of intellectual assessment by 

removing the language component altogether (McCallum et al., 2001), thus providing a 

more fair assessment of intelligence.  

Data Analysis 

In this study, a sample of 168 African American and White matched pairs and 162 

Hispanics and Non Hispanic pairs were selected from the standardization sample and 

from subsequent validity studies. Relevant cases in the subsample were extracted for 

analysis using a statistical package for the social sciences (SPSS). First, a new variable 

was created using the concatenation procedure in SPSS, which formed a link of the 

variables of interest: age, sex, community setting, mothers education, and father’s 

education. Next, separate files were created for the samples including African American, 

White, Hispanic, and Non Hispanic. These samples were then sorted by the new 
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matching variable, and samples of interest were merged and analyzed. The merge feature 

in SPSS allowed for the systematic match of demographically identical participants, 

differing only on the race or ethnicity variable. Data were analyzed using a correlated 

samples t-test for matched samples. This process was completed for each refinement of 

the match process. Specifically, data were also analyzed with demographically matched 

samples on age, sex, community setting, and the highest parent education level. 

There are a number of approaches to matching demographically identical 

participants, particularly when working with large sample sizes. Following the data 

analysis procedure described above, two additional matching procedures were used to 

determine the reliability of the results obtained. In the present study, there were 

significantly more White and Non Hispanic participants in the database than minority 

individuals. Thus, in many cases, several potential White or Non Hispanic matches were 

possible for only one minority participant with identical demographics.  The two 

additional procedures required that African Americans and Hispanics be matched with 

demographically identical White or Non Hispanic participants by (a) using a random 

numbers table to select one White or Non Hispanic when multiple candidates were 

available and (b) by matching the first African American and Hispanic with the first 

identical White or Non Hispanic available. Using both the randomized match and 

selecting the first demographic match available resulted in mean differences consistent 

with those obtained using the aforementioned SPSS generated match (see tables 5 and 6; 

all tables are located in Appendix A), which suggests that the matching procedure used in 

this study was effective and can be accepted with confidence.       
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CHAPTER 3 

Results 

 This study examined the effects of increasingly precise matching of 

socioeconomic variables on mean score IQ differences in nonverbal intelligence test 

scores. Table 1 (all tables are located in Appendix A) displays the UNIT FSIQ means, 

standard deviations, and effect sizes for the African American and White samples on the 

Abbreviated, Standard, and Extended Batteries, as well as mean scores for the Memory 

Quotient, Reasoning Quotient, Symbolic Quotient, and Nonsymbolic Quotient subscales.  

Table 2 displays the UNIT FSIQ means, standard deviations, and effect sizes for 

the Hispanic and Non Hispanic samples on the Abbreviated, Standard, and Extended 

Batteries, as well as means for the Memory Quotient, Reasoning Quotient, Symbolic 

Quotient, and Nonsymbolic Quotient subscales. Several specific research questions were 

formulated. Results for each research question are discussed in detail. To avoid inflated 

Type I errors due to the multiple comparisons in the Abbreviated, Standard, Extended 

batteries, t-test results were adjusted using the Bonferroni technique. Cohens d was used 

to calculate effect sizes. To determine Cohens d, the difference between the two group 

means were divided by the average standard deviation of the two groups. A d of .80 or 

greater is considered large, a d of .50 is considered moderate, and a d of .20 is small 

(Cohen, 1988). 

Table 3 and table 4 summarize the means, standard deviations, and difference 

scores of African Americans, Hispanics, and Whites for each separate match process 

analyzed.   
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Research Question One 

Examination of mean score differences between African Americans and Whites on the 

UNIT Abbreviated Battery 

 To determine whether significant mean score differences exist between African 

Americans and Whites when matched on age, sex, community setting, and both parents 

education levels, a correlated t-test was run (Table 1). The mean difference of 7.30 

between the two groups was statistically significant, t (167) = 4.49, p<.01. A moderate 

effect size of .48 was obtained according to Cohen’s (1988) criteria (for determining the 

magnitude of effect size). Results suggest that increased precision on socioeconomic 

variable matching does not further reduce mean score differences between the two groups 

on the UNIT Abbreviated Battery from initial matched comparison estimates reported in 

the UNIT manual (mean difference of 7.63). Only negligible reductions were found by 

equating the two groups on community setting and both levels of parent educational 

attainment.  

An additional analysis equated African Americans and Whites on age, sex, 

community setting and the higher of two parent education levels These results are 

reported in Table 3 and denoted as Manual/Community Setting. Table 3 also includes 

data reported by the UNIT authors as published in the UNIT manual. The label Manual 

will be used to denote this set of matching variables in both Tables 3 and 4. The UNIT 

authors matched African Americans and Whites on age, sex, and the highest parent’s 

education level. Table 3 allows a comparison of these three separate matching criteria and 

displays the means, standard deviations, and difference scores based on all three 

matching processes (e.g., Manual, Manual/community setting, Manual/community 
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setting/second parent education). On the Abbreviated battery, the difference scores were 

similar with each match process. Increasing socioeconomic control did not lead to 

additional reductions in mean IQ score differences.  

Research Question Two 

Examination of mean score differences between African Americans and Whites on the 

UNIT Standard Battery 

 Comparison of the African American and White samples on the UNIT Standard 

battery resulted in a mean score difference of 8.51. The mean score difference between 

these two groups was statistically significant, t (167) = 5.17, p<.01, when matched on 

age, sex, community setting, and both parent education levels (Table 1). The mean score 

differences favored the White sample, and results are similar to those obtained with 

demographically matched African American and White samples in the UNIT manual 

(mean difference of 8.63). This difference is smaller than the 15-point difference reported 

by Neisser et al. (1996) as typical of conventional verbally loaded intelligence tests and 

lower than the WISC-III group differences even after matching on SES (mean difference 

of 11). Results suggest that additional refinement on socioeconomic related variables 

does little to further reduce mean score IQ differences in UNIT Standard FSIQ scores. 

Table 3 shows the results of applying all three matching criteria. Data reported by 

the UNIT authors found a mean difference of 8.63 when equating African Americans and 

Whites on age, sex, and the higher of two parent education levels. Adding an additional 

variable, community setting, reduced mean score differences to 8.25, the lowest of the 

three comparisons. Examination of the FSIQ means (based on the three separate match 
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processes) shows little change in mean score differences as a function of increased 

socioeconomic control.  

Research Question Three 

Examination of mean score differences between African Americans and Whites on the 

UNIT Extended Battery 

 Table 1 displays the means, standard deviations, and mean difference scores of 

the African American and White samples on the UNIT Extended Battery. The mean score 

difference of 8.72 was statistically significant, t (167) = 5.26, p<.01, in favor of the White 

sample. The mean difference from this analysis is slightly reduced compared to mean 

differences reported on matched African American and White samples reported in the 

UNIT manual (9.77). Thus, additional refinement socioeconomic control does appear to 

lead to small reductions mean score differences on the extended battery, which is the 

most comprehensive assessment of general intelligence available from the UNIT 

administration. However, it is important to note that the decrease in mean score 

differences resulted from a decrease in the scores of Whites, while the mean FSIQ score 

for African Americans remained relatively unchanged. 

 Table 3 displays the means, standard deviations, and difference scores based on 

all three separate match processes. Equating African Americans and Whites on age, sex, 

community setting, and the higher of two parent education levels led to mean score 

differences of 8.87 on the UNIT Extended battery. All analyses resulted in similar 

difference; however, use of additional matching criteria resulted in slight reductions in 

mean score differences, compared to studies reported in the UNIT manual. Although 

overall mean score differences were reduced by including the additional parent education 
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and community setting variables, inspection of the means reveal that the actual FSIQ 

means for African Americans were lower than the original Manual match as were means 

for the White sample.  

Research Question Four 

Examination of mean score differences between Hispanics and Non Hispanics on the 

UNIT Abbreviated Battery 

 To determine whether significant mean score differences exist between Hispanics 

and Non Hispanics, a correlated t-test was calculated (Table 2). The mean difference of 

.35 between the two groups was not statistically significant, t (161) = .21, p>.01, 

indicating that Hispanics and Non Hispanics performed equally as well when matched on 

age, sex, community setting, and both parents educational levels. The effect size of .02 is 

considered small according to Cohen’s (1988) criteria for determining the magnitude of 

effect sizes. Results suggest that increased precision on socioeconomic matching does 

further reduce mean score differences between the Hispanics and Non Hispanics on the 

UNIT Abbreviated Battery from initial matched comparison estimates reported in the 

UNIT manual of 2.0.  

 Table 4 summarizes the means, standard deviations, and difference scores based 

on the three separate matching processes (e.g., Manual, Manual/community setting, 

Manual/community setting/second parent education). On the Abbreviated battery, the 

difference scores were reduced considerably from original Manual differences (2.0) by 

matching the participants on community setting and both parents educational levels. 

Increasing socioeconomic control does appear to further reduce mean IQ score 

differences. 
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Research Question Five 

Examination of mean score differences between Hispanics and Non Hispanics on the 

UNIT Standard Battery 

 Comparison of the Hispanic and Non Hispanic samples on the UNIT Standard 

Battery resulted in a mean score IQ difference of .47. The mean score difference between 

these two groups was not statistically significant, t (161) = .29, p>.01, when matched on 

age, sex, community setting, and both parents education level (Table 2). Although the 

mean score differences favored the White sample, results are smaller than mean score 

difference results of 2.13 obtained with Hispanics and a demographically matched 

comparison sample in the UNIT manual. Additional refinement on socioeconomic 

matching variables does further reduce mean score nonverbal IQ score differences from 

those typically reported in the literature. Mean score differences favored Hispanic 

examinees on the Memory Quotient (D = -1.07) and Nonsymbolic Quotient (D = -1.91) 

subscales.  

Table 4 summarizes the means, standard deviations, and difference scores of the 

UNIT Standard battery based on all three separate match processes. Equating Hispanics 

and Non Hispanics on age, sex, community setting, and the higher of two parent 

education levels yielded a mean score difference of .51. Matching these groups on age, 

sex, community setting, and including both parent education levels in the analysis, 

yielded mean score differences of .47. These findings, compared to the matched 

comparison study reported in the UNIT manual, show large reductions in mean score 

differences as a function of increased socioeconomic control.  
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Research Question Six 

Examination of mean score differences between Hispanics and Non Hispanics on the 

UNIT Extended Battery 

 Table 2 displays means, standard deviations, and mean differences of the 

Hispanic and Non Hispanic samples on the UNIT Extended Battery. The mean score 

difference of .00 was not statistically significant, t (161) = .000, p>.01, indicating that 

Hispanics and Non Hispanics earned identical scores when matched on age, sex, 

community setting, and both parents educational level. These differences are reduced 

from the difference of 1.43, obtained with demographically matched Hispanic and Non 

Hispanic samples reported in the UNIT manual. Consequently, additional refinement 

with regard to socioeconomic status does appear to lead to further reductions in mean 

score IQ differences. Performance on the Memory Quotient (D=-.74) and Nonsymbolic 

Quotient (-2.40), favored Hispanic examinees. Thus, on the memory tasks and tasks not 

mediated by verbal processes, Hispanics outperformed their Non Hispanic counterparts. 

Table 4 summarizes the means, standard deviations, and difference scores of the 

UNIT Extended battery based on the three separate match processes. An analysis 

equating Hispanics and Non Hispanics on age, sex, community setting, and the higher of 

two parent education levels yielded a mean score difference of .18. Matching these 

groups on age, sex, community setting, and both parent education levels, led to a mean 

score difference was .00. The matched comparison study in the UNIT manual yields a 

mean score difference of 1.43. With each subsequent match process, the mean score 

differences are reduced as a function of increased socioeconomic control. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Discussion 

The use of intelligence testing in schools has met with significant opposition over 

the past four decades. Many scholars question the ability of an intelligence test to 

adequately assess a construct as complex as intelligence. Throughout history, a number of 

theoretical perspectives have been offered to help explain the form and nature of 

“intelligence.” Some theorists emphasize a dominant, general intelligence construct 

(Spearman, 1927) whereas others conceptualize intelligence as consisting of a number of 

specific and largely independent domains (Gardner, 1983). Many commonly used 

intelligence tests to date, have been developed using these conceptualizations of 

intelligence as a theoretical underpinning. Apparent even with the earliest attempts at the 

measurement of intelligence, from Sir Francis Galton (1869) and his theory of inheritable 

characteristics and intelligence (Fancher, 1998) to Alfred Binet in 1905 and his 

development of the first “real” intelligence test (Kaufman, 2000), scholars have primarily 

relied on intelligence measures as a way of distinguishing between “normal” students and 

lower performing students needing specialized educational services (French, 1986).  

A host of newly developed verbal and nonverbal intelligence measures have 

moved the field of school psychology in new and exciting directions. However, test 

misuse, misdiagnosis, and misclassification as well as fiscally dictated school psychology 

practices, often thwart the best intentions of test use for improving student outcomes. If 

the history of intelligence testing is any indication, then Kaufman (2000) is in all 

probability correct in his prediction that IQ tests will survive the controversy that has 

surrounded their existence for decades. The challenge of researchers and practitioners is 
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to select measures of intelligence that are culturally fair and predictive of academic 

achievement irrespective of sex, race, ethnicity, or language ability. 

Much of the controversy has concerned the use of intelligence tests with culturally 

diverse minorities. Critics of intelligence tests argue that tests are “biased” against groups 

who systematically obtain lower IQ scores. Proponents of “test bias” arguments have 

conceptualized the problem of bias from both the cultural difference (or acculturation) 

perspective (Helms, 1992) as well as psychometric perspectives, which underscore 

threats to the tests validity (Hilliard, 1984; Dent, 1996). Although few new tests have 

serious characteristics of “psychometric bias,” they all show mean score differences 

between culturally and racially diverse group. Those differences continue to raise 

concerns among examiners who must administer and interpret cognitive ability measures 

with confidence. These concerns prompted development of the UNIT, a measure built 

upon the techniques of “fairness.”  

Mean Score Differences in Demographically Matched Samples 

Generally, African American and Hispanic student’s score much lower than 

Whites on verbally loaded measures of intelligence with mean score IQ differences of 

approximately 15 points and nine points, respectively. Nonverbal intelligence measures, 

such as the UNIT (Bracken & McCallum, 1998), are designed to reduce the irrelevant 

influence of culture and language in testing by placing minimal emphasis on expressive 

and receptive language skills and relying on the use of universally familiar gestures and 

objects (McCallum, 1999). Matched comparison studies reported in the UNIT manual 

(Bracken & McCallum, 1998) show relatively small mean score differences between 

minority and majority groups when equated on age, sex, and highest parent education 
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level. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effects of refining the match process 

by further equating minority and majority groups on age, sex, community setting, and 

both parent education levels, which suggests increased socioeconomic control. 

Given the well documented influence of socioeconomic conditions on 

intelligence, it is reasonable to expect that careful matching on socioeconomic variables 

thought to impact the magnitude of this relationship, would greatly reduce mean score 

group differences. However, results of this study do not unequivocally support this 

prediction. In fact, the African American and White mean differences do not show a 

significant reduction as a function of an increasingly precise SES match, in contrast to 

results obtained by Naglieri and Ronning (2000). These authors found small but 

significant differences between African American and White samples on a measure of 

nonverbal ability (mean difference of four points). However, these group differences may 

have been influenced by the unidimensional nature of the instrument used to examine 

group differences. The distinction between unidimensional and multidimensional 

measures of nonverbal intelligence lies in the nature and extent of the skills assessed 

(Bracken & McCallum, 1998). Unidimensional measures, such as the Naglieri Nonverbal 

Ability Test (NNAT) assess only narrow skills associated with intelligence by using 

matrix analogy tasks. On the other hand, multidimensional assessments (e.g., UNIT) take 

a more comprehensive approach to the assessment of intelligence and provide a better 

measure of g.   

Although the present study finds significant differences between African 

Americans and Whites in UNIT FSIQ scores (with refined matching), these differences 

are smaller than the one standard deviation typically reported with conventional 
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intelligence measures. Group differences between African Americans and Whites were 

similar whether the match process included community setting and one parent’s 

education or both parent education levels. These findings suggest that parental education 

attainment as an index of socioeconomic status did not add to the understanding of group 

differences with the African American sample. The fact that precise socioeconomic 

matching did not produce reductions in mean score IQ differences suggests that the level 

of refinement necessary was not obtained. Better measures of socioeconomic status 

should be used to understand the capacity of increased socioeconomic control to reduce 

mean score IQ differences between these two groups in particular. One potential method 

to achieving a better SES match, as discussed later in implications, is the control for 

cross-generational effects. Specifically, matched comparison groups should not only 

match groups on SES but also control for the length of time within a given 

socioeconomic stratum.   

No significant group differences were found between Hispanics and Non 

Hispanics in UNIT FSIQ scores on the Abbreviated, Standard, and Extended batteries 

when equated on age, sex, community setting, and both parent education levels. Thus, 

mean score differences reported in the UNIT manual were further reduced from 2.0, 2.13, 

and 1.43 to .35, .47, and .00 on the Abbreviated, Standard, and Extended batteries, 

respectively. These differences are smaller than those from other measures after matching 

on SES, such as the three-point differential reported by Naglieri and Ronning (2000) and 

the approximate four-point difference reported by Prifitera et al. (1998). Hispanic and 

Non Hispanic mean score differences were smallest when samples were matched on age, 

sex, community setting, and both parent education levels, as opposed to one parent’s 
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educational attainment. In this case, the more refined the socioeconomic match, the 

greater the reduction in mean difference scores. In some instances, Hispanics actually 

outperformed their Non Hispanic counterparts. These findings suggest the UNIT to be a 

favorable alternative to traditional intelligence measures when assessing language 

minority students.       

Socioeconomic Status as a Predictor of Intellectual Ability 

One purpose of the present study was to examine the nature of group differences 

given increasing control of SES related variability in intelligence test scores. Researchers 

typically study the relationship between SES and intelligence as a vehicle for 

understanding how environmental variability works to influence intelligence. The 

assumption is that those who are higher in SES will have more enriched experiences and 

therefore higher IQs. Matching on some SES variables does result in reduced mean score 

differences between racial and cultural groups. However, McLoyd and Ceballo (1998) 

contend that significant disparities may still exist between ethnic minority and majority 

groups even when matched on socioeconomic status. Specifically, racial and ethnic 

minority groups are more likely than Whites to be economically instable, experience 

more interruptions in income, and lack sufficient savings. African Americans and 

Hispanics also take on more familial responsibility and contribute more financially to 

family expenses than do Whites (Goldscheider & Goldscheider, 1991). Ostensibly, even 

within the same socioeconomic status, comparing minorities and Whites is misleading, as 

the two groups may still differ significantly at the outset.  

Suzuki and Valencia (1997) argue that some socioeconomic indexes, such as 

parent education, may be more predictive of the intellectual ability for Whites than for 
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Blacks (White, 1982). The use of parent education as an index of socioeconomic status 

has been criticized due to the number of variables that work concomitantly to confound 

this relationship. Often, measures of parent education provide static representations of 

current economic conditions but offer little information on the socioeconomic history of 

families, such as the number of generations within a particular socioeconomic stratum. 

Neisser et al., (1996) suggests that only one generation has passed since the Civil Rights 

Movement. Researchers should consider the ongoing effects of this relatively recent 

event and the resulting variation among seemingly homogeneous socioeconomic groups 

depending upon length of time within the “middle-class.” Thus, it is not surprising that 

the National Center of Educational Statistics (NCES, 2000) found African American and 

Hispanic students with college educated parents to have significantly lower achievement 

than White students with parents having college degrees. These cross-generational data 

are necessary for a more precise match when using parent education as an index of SES. 

Comparative Study and Future Directions 

Much research has been devoted to the identification and explanation of group 

differences in cognitive ability and academic achievement. Myerson, Rank, Raines, and 

Schnitzler (1998) found a positive relationship between the number of years in school 

and cognitive ability test scores. As indicated earlier, schools have the potential to impact 

intelligence in a number of ways. Many of the skills required to perform well on 

conventional intelligence tests are learned in school, and as a result, scores obtained on 

IQ tests may vary as a function of schooling experiences. A popular method used to study 

group differences has been comparative analysis. However, across group comparisons are 

complicated due to the fact that minority and majority students, even of similar 
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socioeconomic levels, may differ markedly in the quality of their public school education 

(Farley & Frey, 1994). Myerson et al. (1998) suggests that Whites experience more 

educational benefit from highschool, whereas African Americans are more likely to 

benefit from college education. Their findings conclude that cognitive differences may 

result from historical educational disparities between African Americans and Whites at 

the secondary education level as these gaps are greatly improved as African Americans 

enter college, which tend to be academic institutions of equitable quality.  

Comparative studies, although limited in explaining the true nature of group 

differences, are not without benefit. Wong and Rowley (2001) caution against the 

erroneous interpretation of group differences as minority group deficits, without 

consideration of critical cultural factors. Low-income minority students develop within a 

socio-cultural context that is unique to most. These students may experience prolonged 

exposure to dangerous living conditions, poor schooling experiences, poor quality 

teachers, poorly educated parents, poor pre- and post-natal care, poverty, low 

expectations, language barriers, immigration, and historic discrimination and racism. 

Children who grow and develop within these depressed conditions are less able to profit 

optimally from their home or school environment, as most children do (Sternberg et al., 

2002). The interplay among these socio-cultural factors on intelligence are often lost in 

simply comparing minority students with majority groups who experience very little to 

none of these dynamics and are therefore different at the outset. Given these 

complexities, it is difficult to demonstrate that observed group differences in intelligence 

reflect inherent capabilities, environmental stimulation, or simply the accumulation of 
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these historic, pervasive, and harmful risk factors that have been found to play a part in 

ethnic group differences in IQ (Brooks-Gunn, Klebanov, & Duncan, 1996).  

Limitations and Implications for Future Research 

A significant limitation of this study lies in the use of parent education as an 

indicator of socioeconomic status. The parent education variable did not help to explain 

group differences in the African American and White samples; however, it appeared to 

further reduce mean score differences within the Hispanic sample. Results of this study 

were limited to the use and analysis of existing data from the standardization sample of 

the UNIT. Implications for future research regarding the use of carefully controlled 

socioeconomic indicators are discussed. 

The findings of this study are consistent with the notion that SES is predictive of 

intellectual performance (also see Oakland, 1978); however, socioeconomic status alone 

cannot explain all of the variance between minority and majority mean IQ score 

differences. As the population of American schools becomes increasingly more diverse, 

so does the need for fair and culturally appropriate intellectual assessment practices. 

Research using demographically matched samples of minority and majority groups show 

greater reductions in mean score differences on nonverbal measures (Bracken & 

McCallum, 1998; Naglieri & Ronning, 2000) as opposed to conventional verbally loaded 

measures (Prifitera et al., 1998). In the present study, a decrease in the mean score IQ 

difference was observed when Hispanics and Non Hispanics were matched on relevant 

socioeconomic variables. These reductions are significant statistically as well as 

practically since many diagnostic decisions are based on intelligence test results, in which 

one or two points may make the difference in categorical placements. Future research 
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should explore nonverbal test use with minority students to determine the potential 

benefit of these measures in predicting minority student achievement beyond that of 

traditional verbally loaded measures.   

Second, parent educational attainment and community setting are limited in 

explaining group differences on cognitive ability tests for some populations, relative to 

others. Decades of research has provided insights into important correlates of intellectual 

performance of minorities outside of these SES influences including home resources 

(Gottfried, 1984), educational encouragement (Bahr & Leigh, 1978), schooling and 

education (Neisser et al., 1996), school composition and neighborhood influences 

(Brooks-Gunn et al., 1993), parent talk (Hart & Risley, 1995), and family size (Grissmer, 

Kirby, Berends, & Williamson, 1994) to name a few.  

In a meta-analysis examining the relationship between SES and achievement, 

White (1982) suggests that measures of home environment are correlated to a much 

higher degree with achievement than any single or combination of SES indexes. These 

variables may prove to be more important for African American achievement. However, 

few studies address the substantial variability with regard to the aforementioned 

influences, across populations, even within the same SES levels. Similar levels on a given 

socioeconomic indicator (i.e., income, occupation, and living conditions), does not 

necessarily suggest adequate control for significant environmental influences (Trotman, 

1978). In-depth examination of factors that led to reductions in means score differences 

between the Hispanic and Non Hispanic sample but only small reductions between the 

African American and White samples (given increased socioeconomic precision) is a 

critical next step. Determining the extent to which community setting (urban, rural, 
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suburban) differentially predicts intelligent behavior among Hispanics and African 

Americans may provide important answers; and requires further study.    

Future research should expand the study of homogeneous socio-economic groups 

to include controls for generational effects that mediate the relationship between income 

and intelligence. Cross-generational data may improve the predictive relationship of these 

two variables. If one accepts the assumption that those higher in SES will have more 

enriched experiences and therefore higher IQs, it may also be argued that those in the 

higher socioeconomic stratum for longer periods of time will have gained more benefits 

(e.g., intelligence) from the high SES designation.  

Future research on within-ethnic group variables can serve as an impetus to 

greater understanding of the underlying processes that lead individuals of the same race 

to experience different outcomes (Wong & Rowley, 2001). The continual use of deficit 

models, which compare minority and majority groups to explain group differences in IQ 

scores, perpetuate a circular argument regarding the nature of group differences; but, 

offer little information about within-group characteristics that may impact this 

relationship. Further research is needed to explore within racial-ethnic group differences 

and factors that contribute to or inhibit cognitive growth and academic achievement 

(Meece & Kurtz-Costes, 2001) in minorities. 

The nature of group differences in intelligence is a complex and multifaceted 

issue and there may be multiple poorly understood sources of this variation. However, 

what is known is that intelligence tests do not adequately assess all aspects of intelligence 

(Neisser et al., 1996). Sternberg et al. (2002) notes the difficulty in using and interpreting 

intelligence tests the same way among different groups. To date, many commonly used 
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intelligence tests, measure only those abilities valued by mainstream majority population 

(e.g., logic, reasoning) and have largely disregarded other important aspects of 

intelligence including divergent thinking and creative problem solving. Unilateral 

assessment and interpretation procedures may fail to fully tap the abilities of cultural and 

language minorities. Perhaps it may be beneficial to reexamine other theoretical 

conceptualizations of intelligence and their utility with diverse populations. In a study 

comparing general versus specific abilities in achievement of African Americans, 

Caucasians, and Hispanics, Keith (1999) concluded that a more comprehensive 

understanding of student’s skills may be gained through examination of specific, 

nontraditional abilities rather than simple assessment of general intelligence, as 

conventionally defined. Sternberg and Clinkenbeard (1995) suggest that practical 

intelligence, as often demonstrated in culturally diverse and low-income students, is just 

as predictive of achievement as conventional tests. 

Braden (1999) addresses the extent to which performance assessment can lead to 

reductions in minority and majority achievement differences. He notes that performance 

assessment has the potential to decrease performance gaps, due to their focus on authentic 

problem solving and diversity as well as permitted creativity in responding. 

Notwithstanding their benefits, performance assessments require reasoning with prior 

knowledge, increased language demands, and are arguably more complex than traditional 

measures, which may also make their use considerably more difficult for minority 

students (Braden, 1999). Current studies on this subject are equivocal and future research 

should examine the extent to which performance assessments can be used as a 
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supplement to current intelligence measures, to gain a more comprehensive picture of the 

student and their abilities.  
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Table 1 

UNIT performance by African Americans and a demographically matched White sample 

           
     African American         White 
    (n=168)                 (n=168)         Effect   
Scale    Mean     SD        Mean      SD         D        Size  t-value  
 
Abbreviated Battery          
 
     FSIQ   90.69 14.75  98.00 15.13 7.30 .48 4.49*  
 
Standard Battery          
 
     Memory Quotient  91.10 15.09  98.66 15.49 7.56 .49  
 
     Reasoning Quotient  90.08 15.51  97.61 14.88 7.52 .49 
 
     Symbolic Quotient  90.80 15.79  98.37 15.20 7.57 .48 
 
     Nonsymbolic Quotient 90.25 14.41  97.83 15.13 7.57 .51  
 
     FSIQ   89.30 15.39  97.81 15.43 8.51 .55 5.17* 
 
Extended Battery          
 
     Memory Quotient  90.77 15.85  98.84 15.71 8.06 .51 
 
     Reasoning Quotient  89.91 16.33  97.48 14.47 7.57 .49 
 
     Symbolic Quotient  90.51 16.59  98.68 15.52 8.16 .50 
 
     Nonsymbolic Quotient 90.14 14.92  97.60 15.14 7.46 .49 
 
     FSIQ   89.19 16.15  97.91 15.34 8.72 .55 5.26* 
 
Note: Significance after Bonferroni adjustment: * p<.01; UNIT= Universal Nonverbal Intelligence Test; 
D= White mean- African American mean; Samples were matched according to age, sex, community 
setting, and both parents educational level.  
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Table 2 

UNIT performance by Hispanics and a demographically matched Non Hispanic sample 

 
              Hispanics          Non Hispanics 
    (n=162)           (n=162)               Effect      
Scale    Mean     SD        Mean      SD      D  Size t-value 
 
Abbreviated Battery          
      

FSIQ   98.06 13.50  98.41 16.14 .35 .02 .21  
 
Standard Battery          
 
     Memory Quotient  100.3 14.20  99.31 16.06 -1.07 -.07  
 
     Reasoning Quotient  95.25 13.66  97.18 14.20 1.92 .13 
 
     Symbolic Quotient  95.91 14.91  98.79 15.03 2.87 .19 
 
     Nonsymbolic Quotient 99.59 12.89  97.67 15.92 -1.91 -.13 
 
     FSIQ   97.48 13.66  97.95 15.71 .47 .03 .29 
 
Extended Battery          
 
     Memory Quotient  100.0 14.38  99.27 16.57 -.74 -.04 
 
     Reasoning Quotient  97.09 13.19  97.59 15.80 .49 .03 
 
     Symbolic Quotient  96.88 14.74  98.90 16.03 2.02 .13 
 
     Nonsymbolic Quotient 100.3 12.94  97.91 16.13 -2.40 -.16 
 
     FSIQ   98.29 13.96  98.29 16.49 .00 .00 .00 
 
Note: UNIT= Universal Nonverbal Intelligence Test; D= Non Hispanic mean- Hispanic mean; Samples 
were matched according to age, sex, community setting, and both parents educational level.  
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Table 3 

Summary of African American and White FSIQ scores on Abbreviated, Standard, and Extended Batteries when matched on age, 

sex, highest parent education level (Manual); age, sex, community setting, highest parent education level; and age, sex, 

community setting and both parent education levels 

  
         Manual/Community 

Manual*           Manual/ Community Setting  Setting/Second Parent                   
(n= 352)    (n= 208)    (n= 168)   

 
African     African     African 
American    White          American   White          American White           

 
Scale  Mean     SD       Mean SD        D  Mean SD Mean SD D Mean SD Mean SD D 
 
Abbreviated         
       
    FSIQ  91.34 12.57 98.97 13.77 7.63 90.46 14.27 98.11 14.42 7.65 90.69 14.75 98.00 15.13 7.30 
 
Standard          
 
    FSIQ  90.68 12.29 99.31 12.17 8.63 89.19 14.73 97.44 14.41 8.25 89.30 15.39 97.81 15.43  8.51                        
 
Extended          
 
    FSIQ  90.15 13.18 99.92 12.10 9.77 89.12 15.61 98.00 14.57 8.87 89.19 16.15 97.91 15.39 8.72 
 
*Source: Bracken, B. A., & McCallum, R. S. (1998). Universal Nonverbal Intelligence Test examiner’s manual. Itasca, IL: Riverside.
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Table 4 

Summary of Hispanic and Non Hispanic FSIQ scores on Abbreviated, Standard, and Extended Batteries when matched on age, 

sex, highest parent education level (Manual); age, sex, community setting, highest parent education level; and age, sex, 

community setting and both parent education levels 

  
         Manual/Community 

Manual*           Manual/ Community Setting  Setting/Second Parent                   
(n= 194)    (n= 206)    (n= 162)   

 
  Non     Non     Non 
Hispanic    Hispanic          Hispanic   Hispanic         Hispanic     Hispanic         

 
Scale  Mean     SD       Mean SD        D  Mean SD Mean SD D Mean SD Mean SD D 
 
Abbreviated         
     
    FSIQ  97.98 12.65 99.98 13.01 2.0 97.60 13.61 98.87 16.25 .27 98.06 13.50 98.41 16.14 .35  
 
Standard          
       
    FSIQ  98.32 12.73 100.4 12.54 2.13 96.97 13.58 97.49 15.73 .51 97.48 13.66 97.95 15.71 .47                          
 
Extended          
      
    FSIQ  99.41 13.15 100.8 12.36 1.43 97.80 14.01 97.99 16.08 .18 98.29 13.96 98.29 16.49 .00 
 
*Source: Bracken, B. A., & McCallum, R. S. (1998). Universal Nonverbal Intelligence Test examiner’s manual. Itasca, IL: Riverside. 
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Table 5 

Means, standard deviations, and difference FSIQ scores based on follow-up matching 

procedures for African Americans and Whites 

  Randomized Matching   First Identical Match 
  (n = 146)    (n =146)     
 
  African     African          

Americans           Whites  Americans Whites 
Scale  Mean     SD        Mean      SD D   Mean SD Mean SD      D 
 
 
Abbreviated 91.64 15.37 99.00 14.14 7.36 91.13 14.88 97.94 15.16 6.80  
 
Standard  89.60 16.23 98.98 14.10 9.37 89.64 15.67 97.69 15.27 8.05 
 
Extended  89.38 17.00 98.45 13.35 9.07 89.39 16.31 97.67 15.30 8.28  
  

 
 

Table 6 

Means, standard deviations, and difference FSIQ scores based on follow-up matching 

procedures for Hispanics and Non Hispanics 

  Randomized Matching   First Identical Match 
  (n =121)     (n =121)     
 
             Non     Non 

Hispanics           Hispanics  Hispanics Hispanics 
Scale  Mean     SD        Mean      SD D   Mean SD Mean SD      D 
 
Abbreviated 98.86 13.20 96.52 16.79 2.34 97.80 13.99 94.82 15.60 2.97  
 
Standard  98.46 13.56 95.97 16.11 2.49 97.18 13.78 94.23 15.56 2.94 
 
Extended  99.28 13.85 96.16 16.95 3.11 98.08 14.23 94.72 16.21 3.35  
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